Stop The Insanity

Violence is everywhere and anywhere.
People doing crimes or looking for an easy way to make money, do harm to innocent people in order to satisfy their greed for money or there most drunkenness.
Stop The Insanity
In the past most crimes were committed in the poor neighborhoods rather than in the rich or well to do neighborhoods.
But today violent crimes are widespread and affect every neighborhood worldwide.
Stop The Insanity
We deployed troops over in Iraq and Afghanistan to search out and kill terrorists that are threatening to destroy the U.S. economy.
Stop The Insanity
A lot of parents are losing their kids from all the violence that has been committed by people and there gangs.
There are kids that are very young and don't got to last a long lifetime.
Families are tired of all the violence and wish they could stop and enjoy life.
Stop The Insanity
Crimes could stop if people just stop trying to start trouble in the streets or stealing and stop selling drugs on the street.
Less people have guns only for safety not to just shoot someone you don't know.